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History of Radiopharmaceutical Science as 
Critical to Development of Clinical Nuclear 

Medicine



Applications of Atoms for Health

Probably no other application has been as effective as 
radiopharmaceuticals developed to better understand 
human biology and to improve patient care through 
diagnosis or radiotherapy. 


The latter goal is the focus of this review using 
parallel approaches in the pharmaceutical industry as a 
reference point for the development of new 
radiopharmaceuticals.

Wagner Jr HN. History corner: atoms for peace (and health). J Nucl Med 2004;45:24N.



George Charles de Hevesy

Demonstrated the power of the radioisotope tracer 
principle. 


 

In 1923, he used 10.6 hour lead-212 to study the uptake of 
solutions in bean plants. He used small, non-toxic amounts of 

lead given the sensitivity of the radioactivity techniques.

 


His first experiment in animals used Bi-210 to label and 
follow the circulation of Bi-containing antisyphilitic drugs in 

rabbits.


In a later book with Fritz Paneth, the tracer method was 
introduced as the use of radioelements as indicators.  



The Magic Bullet: Molecular Targeting  
Targeting without imaging & knowing the target

•Paul Ehrlich first introduced his 
concept of Zauberkugel in 1908.


•Ehrlich’s first magic bullet was 
Salvarsan or arsphenamine, discovered 
in 1909, which provided the only cure 
for syphilis.


• Ehrlich also thought of attaching 
toxins to antibodies whereby the 
antibody would carry the deadly freight 
to the site of the invading parasite, but 
not to normal tissue. 


– His idea lives on in the development of 
immunotoxins and immunoradiotherapy.

amazon.ca



Imaging Relatively High capacity processes


E.g. Effective 99mTc chelates for: Blood flow, perfusion, 
glomerular filtration, phagocytosis, hepatocyte 
clearance and bone adsorption.


Imaging Low capacity, low density sites


Low density targets, for example, enzymes, receptors 
and transporters.


These are not discrete categories, but rather a continuum.  E.g., high 
capacity sites such as beta-amyloid (Aß) deposits (Bmax  1000–2000 nM) 
require a Kd of 2 nM to obtain a BP of ~2.

Classification of SPECT & PET Radiotracers

Eckelman, Kilbourn, Mathis. Nucl Med Biol 2006;43:449



1934 photo of Livingston and Lawrence 
with the 27” cyclotron at LBL

http://commons.wikimedia.org/wiki/File:27-
inch_cyclotron.gif

1937 Segre took the Mo  
deflector to Italy and 

with C. Perrier 
identified Tc by analogy 

with Re chemistry

http://commons.wikimedia.org/wiki/File:27-inch_cyclotron.gif


Walter Tucker & Powell Richards

at Brookhaven National Lab


 The discovery of the Tc-99m generator (1960)

bnl.gov



Instant Kits: 

TcO4- is added to a single vial containing stannous ion 
(which reduces Tc) and a chelating agent or particle 
to produce the final high yield product in one step. 

Eckelman, W.C. and Richards, P. Instant 99m-Tc-DTPA. J. Nucl. Med.1970:11;761 

Tc-99m DTPA

Tc-99m HSA

Tc-99m RBC

Tc-99m MDP


Tc-99m “HIDA”

Tc-99m MAG3 


Tc-99m Myo Perfusion

Tc-99m Cerebral Perfusion



Approved targeted Tc-99m 
radiotracers for low density sites
Tc-99m-TRODAT1 for the dopamine transporter


Tc-99m-GSA-DTPA for the asialoglycoprotein receptor 


Tc-99m-apcitide for glycoprotein IIb/IIIa fibrinogen 
receptor


Tc-99m-depreotide for upregulated somatostatin-receptors


Tc-99m-MIBI targeted to P-glycoprotein


99mTc-HYNIC-TOC for the somatostatin receptor


Tc-99m-tilmanocet for mannose-binding protein/CD206



Tc-99m: Unprecedented Progress

1937 Discovery of the element Tc

1947 Isolation of long-lived Tc-99

1958 Technetium Tc-99m Generator

1970 Instant One-Step DTPA, HSA, & RBC Kits

1978 Crystal structures of potential Tc radiotracers

1970s-present Radiotracers for High Capacity Processes 
~1980s-present Targeted radiotracers for receptors, 
enzymes, and transporters 


2014 Technetium-99m is the most common radionuclide 
used in diagnosis, with >30 million procedures per year, 
accounting for >80% of all nuclear medicine procedures 
worldwide.

Technetium in Chemistry and Nuclear Medicine, 9 meetings from 1982 to 2014 



Drug Development: cisplatinum binds to 
high capacity sites (1978)

• Cisplatin enter cells by diffusion 
and by an active Cu2+ transporter. 


 

• After hydrolysis, the platinum 

complexes can react with DNA, 
forming both intrastrand and 
interstrand cross-links.


• Tc-99m DTPA 


• The N7 of guanine is a particularly reactive site, leading to platinum cross-links 
between adjacent guanines on the same DNA strand.



PET radiotracers 

The path required more diverse expertise

The Tc-99m generator (inexpensive pertechnetate) and instant 
kits for clinical studies were available early on for development 
of new Tc-99m radiotracers. Instrument resolution, quantitation, 
and sensitivity are the challenges, which are being addressed.


For PET, the development of the biomedical cyclotron, 
targetry, and radiochemistry for short lived 
radiotracer synthesis and automation were all part of 
the start up for PET as evidenced by the change in 
major topics from meeting to meeting at this biennial 
symposium starting in 1976.

Quantitative SPECT/CT. Ritt P, Kuwert T. Recent Results Cancer Res. 2013;187:313-30.



Biennial ISRS starting in 1976.

• Radionuclide production, targetry, radiochemistry  
–BNL-76, Oxford-78 

  
• Increased PET, receptor ligands, in vitro studies. 

–Wash U-80, Julich-82, Tokyo-84  

• 99Tc (MS & crystal structure), PET (Spiperone), 
MoAb  
–Boston-86, Groningen-88 

• Receptor subtypes, metabolism, combined in vitro & 
in vivo analysis, perfusion 
–Princeton-90, Paris-92 



Approved PET radiotracers
• PET radiotracers for high capacity sites


• F-18 fluoride, N-13 ammonia, and Rb-82

 


• low-density, targeted sites 

• F-18 FDG, F-18 florbetapir, F-18 Flutemetamol, Ga-68 DOTAtoc 

and DOTAtate, C-11 choline and others registered in Europe & 
Asia.


• For small-molecule radiolabeling to monitor low density sites, 
F-18 is ideal (unique?) from a central pharmacy and availability 
perspective.


• Positron emitting radiometal chelates, just as for Tc-99m chelates, 
are best for radiolabeling peptides and proteins. It is a challenge 
to: 


• match the physical and biological half lives

• minimize the perturbation on the targeted biology.

Coenen H et al., Nucl Med Biol 2010;37:727-40.



Early examples of Targeting a single site in 
Humans



“responsive to change”




The pharmaceutical companies approach to

 identifying and developing new drugs
Phenotypic approach = The molecular target does not need to be 
known and, in fact, multiple targets and pathways may be involved.


Molecular targeting approach = target identification relevant to a 
disease of interest. For the drug industry, the number of targets has 

increased in the post-genomic era. 

Zheng et al. Drug Discov Today 2013;18:1067-1073



Pharma is experiencing challenges in moving 
from phenotypic screening (~11%) to molecular 
targeted screening (~5%).

Radiopharmaceuticals have  always been developed 
using molecular targeted screening for imaging high 
capacity sites or imaging low capacity/low density sites. 


If the molecular target is not known and/or if multiple 
targets and pathways are involved as in phenotypic 
screening, external nuclear imaging is not useful 
because of the increased complexity in converting 
photons into biological parameters.

Zheng et al. DDT 2013;18:1067-1073



Choosing Disease Targets

Monogenic (A) or Complex Disease (B)

Manolio et al. J Clin Invest 2008:118:1590-605



Drug Targets: from DNA to
a nuclear imaging target

Berg EL Systems biology in drug discovery and development Drug Discov Today 2014;19:113-125.



Given the many genetic factors involved in 
complicated disease and the time and 
radiation dose limitations on multiple 

studies…..

Biomarkers for drugs developed by pharma using already 
validated true tracers (C-11 or F-18) for occupancy studies. 


Biomarker for treatment monitoring of a downstream 
effect of drug treatment using radioligands e.g. monitoring 
HER2 as a function of HSP treatment or


Tc-99m/Ga-68/F-18 PSMA targeted radiotracers for 
monitoring post-intervention progression of disease.


Biomarkers for General Disease Control Points.

Sietske B.M. Gaykema et al. Clin Cancer Res; 20(15); 3945–54



Imaging 

General Disease Control Points


If there is a clear need in the present Standard of Care.

 

Not a targeted molecule that is only effective in a subpopulation 

of patients.

Possibilities Include:

‘Glucose’ Metabolism

‘Proliferation’

Angiogenesis

Inflammation


Apoptosis


P-gp

Hypoxia


pH change

lymph node mapping


multi-tyrosine kinases



…and Targeted radiopharmaceutical 
therapy, which is unique to Nucl Med

I-131 iodide for differentiated thyroid cancer


Strontium-89 chloride for bone pain


Samarium Sm-153 lexidronam (Quadramet)


yttrium-90 ibritumomab tiuxetan (Zevalin®)


iodine-131 tositumomab (BEXXAR)


Radium 223 Dichloride, Xofigo Injection


Lutathera (Lu-177-DOTA-octreotate) for 

neuroendocrine tumors. 



•a potential unmet therapeutic need in a disease with a 
dismal prognosis


•a need for a companion diagnostic imaging biomarker to 
appropriately select patients for therapy and monitor Rx


•a biomarker metric: detect all or a certain percentage of 
tumors seen on CT/MRI?


•Biomarker metric: radiopharmaceutical criteria

• High %ID/g and SUV (I-131 iodide & Ra-223 xofiga?)


•This brings us back to the technical aspects of external 
imaging.

Divgi C. Whither Goest Thou, Radiopharmaceutical 
Therapy? J Nucl Med 2014; 55:5-6

 Eckelman WC, Kilbourn MR, Mathis CA. Discussion of targeting proteins in 
vivo: in vitro guidelines. Nucl Med Biol 2006:33;449-51

Criteria for radionuclide therapy



Technical aspects of detecting small 
objects by external imaging 

AKA a question of partial volume and target to non-target 
ratio?


Counting statistics, spatial resolution blurring, and the target 
to-background ratio influence the detection of small volumes 
by external imaging.


 However, endogenous ligands and their radiolabeled analogs 
often have standard uptake values (SUV) of 3 or lower for the 
cut-off between normal and abnormal lesions, making it a 
challenge to detect decreasing volumes.

Eckelman et al. Progress using Tc-99m radiopharmaceuticals for 

measuring high capacity sites and low density sites. Drug Discov Today 2013



Is this “Back to the Future”?

Ideal radiotracer and target

As high an affinity as possible to counter the decreasing 
average target density in an imaging pixel.


Detection (Dx) and destruction (Rx) are the goals, so 
intermediate affinities that increase identifiability of the 

target density are no longer a goal.


The concept is that maximum target density averaged 
over an imaging pixel divided by the highest affinity 
(Bmax/Ki) will give the optimal target to non-target 

ratio.



• Identifying a clinical need and the “potential” to improve 
significantly on the standard of care (SOC):


• assess the pharmaceutical company approach to the disease 

• collaborate with a physician expert in the disease


• evaluate the present SOC imaging procedures and ex vivo 
tests (blood, urine, biopsy).


• Technically, develop a radio tracer with a high affinity and high 
Bmax (Bmax/KD) to compensate for partial volume effects


• This is Necessary but not Sufficient; it increases the probability 
of clinical impact.

Choosing a Target for Dx and Rx



Early examples of Targeting a single site in 
Humans: NE pathway via NET & VMAT2



One example of this approach from 1981
Wieland DM, Brown LE, Rogers WL, Worthington KC, 
Wu JL, Clinthorne NH, Otto CA, Swanson DP, 
Beierwaltes WH. Myocardial imaging with a radioiodinated 
norepinephrine storage analog. 


• Based on an approved drug: quanethidine and 
collaborations with experts in related areas.


 

• Scintigraphic imaging with [123I]MIBG is still used 

today for the localization of neuroendocrine tumors, 
such as neuroblastoma and pheochromocytoma.


 

• [131I]MIBG is also currently used as a radiotherapeutic 

agent in the treatment of neuroblastoma.


• [123I]MIBG is presently the first imaging agent 
approved for visualization of myocardial sympathetic 
innervation in heart failure patients.



Thank You


